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CIN
Discover convenience and excellence
through our Cosmetic Image Nurses offsite
injectables nurse program—a response to
modern aesthetic demands. 

Our licensed nurses specialise in cutting-
edge injectables, addressing everything from
wrinkles to revitalisation. By collaborating
with you, we tailor treatments to individual
preferences, ensuring both natural results
and client satisfaction. 

This program not only attracts new clients
but also streamlines your offerings, turning
your salon into a one-stop beauty destination. 

Welcome to
Cosmetic Image Nurses

Dr Ingrid Tall
CEO & Founder



How it works.
Cosmetic Image Nurses offers the expertise of an Advanced Registered
Cosmetic Injectables Nurse exclusively for you.

You have the flexibility to opt for weekly, fortnightly, or monthly visits from our
professionals, catering to your client's preferences. This service comes at no
expense to you, and our nurses will bring their own POS systems. Your role
simply involves scheduling your clients on the days when our nurses are
available on-site.

Through our diverse team of offsite nurses and services, we meticulously match
the most suitable nurse to your clinic and patients. This empowers you to
broaden your range of services, establishing an all-encompassing beauty hub
within your own space.

What does it cost?
The advantage of having an injectables nurse available on-site is that it won't
incur any costs for you. We handle expenses by subtracting the product costs
from the day's earnings, and then dividing the profits into three portions.

 As a result, you will be entitled to around 20% of the day's profits. 

For instance, if the End of Day (EOD) total is $10,000, after costs are removed,
your payment will be between $1,600 - $3,000.

This payment will be processed and deposited into your account within 2-3
business days.



Dermal Filler including:
Lip Filler
Cheek Filler
Nasolabial lines
Tear troughs
Temple hollows
Chin filler
Nose reshaping (non-surgical rhinoplasty)
Jawline filler
Acne scarring repair
Sternal notch and more

Anti-wrinkle including:
Crows feet
Forehead
Lip flip
Gummy smile
DAO's
Platysmal bands
Trapezius slimming
Migraine relief
Jaw slimming and more

Bio-remodelling
Piercing repair
Fat dissolving injections
Collagen boosting treatments
Excessive sweating treatments
Intravenous nutrient therapy

Our Cosmetic Image Nurses are highly trained and are able to offer an
extensive list of services to your clients. Our treatment list includes:

What treatments are
available?



Dysport®
Juvederm®
Botox®
Letybo®
Teoxane®
Xeomin®
Radiesse®

Croma
Ellanse™

Hyalase®

Sculptra® (poly-L-lactic acid)
Profhilo® 

Lipodissolve

We are committed to using only the highest quality injectables products
to ensure long lasting and effective results. Our stock list includes
reputable brand names including:

ANTI-WRINKLE (abobotulinumtoxinA)

DERMAL FILLERS

HYALURONIDASE 

BIO-REMODELLERS

FAT DISSOLVING

What products do we
use?



Y O U R S
Provide photos of your
space to our team for
suitability approval

Bookings management
system (we use Timely)

Personal Appearance &
Relevant council
licenses

Public liability
insurance cover

Supply a PNG
document of business
logo

Encourage your team
to upsell and promote
your new injectables
services

O U R S

What's included?
Our goal is to establish a seamless partnership between your clinic and our
nursing professionals. To achieve this, we are dedicated to offering all essential
components that guarantee the smooth operation of your Cosmetic Image
Nursing sessions. 

The following outlines the provisions included in the Cosmetic Image Nurses
program, as well as the requirements expected to be fulfilled by your clinic.

Provision of high quality
injectables products

Prescribing doctor

Social media assets for
advertising

Aftercare information

Eftpos/ POS systems

Online booking buttons
linking to your business
(compatible with Timely
only)



What are the perks?
50% off services for clinic owner and 30% off for staff
Increased service offering
Advanced clinical treatments 
Broaden your current demographic and boost bookings
Up to $5k/day earning potential 
Up to $1000/day savings on prescribing doctor services
No cost outlay for staff training or equipment
and more

The Cosmetic Image Clinics program comes with a range of benefits:

What are other clinics
saying?

"We love having the Talented Nurse Stacey at our
Medispa! Her presence is welcoming and calming.

You feel at ease with having your procedure as she is
very knowledgeable and wants the very best

outcomes for her patients."

-Ashley | Instant Results MediSpa



Ready to book?

When you're prepared to embrace the unique advantages of Cosmetic Image
Nurses, our General Manager will arrange a meeting to explore your
requirements and facilitate the ideal match with a cosmetic nurse for your
clinic.

To schedule a meeting during business hours, please contact us at: 07 3003
4000


